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Introduction (≥250 words)

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, there have been a total of 103,268,408 cases and

1,115,637 deaths from COVID-19 reported in the United States¹. Despite these staggering numbers,

vaccine hesitancy continues to be a major topic of concern. In fact, in 2019 the World Health

Organization listed vaccine hesitancy as one of the “top 10 threats to public health” ². While traditionally

vaccine hesitancy is thought of as a patient’s belief, healthcare providers are not immune to vaccine

hesitancy. Nearly one-third of all healthcare providers report hesitancy about COVID-19 vaccination⁴.

In a survey of 867 Americans who were hesitant before getting their vaccine, 89.3% reported being likely

to turn to their healthcare provider for COVID-19 vaccine information³. A Pew Research Center survey

showed that Americans are often more trusting of medical practitioners than researchers, indicating that

healthcare providers have a key role to play against COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy⁵. It is critical that the

medical community feels empowered to provide their patients with evidenced based COVID-19 vaccine

recommendations. However, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the public has struggled to navigate the

abundance of COVID-19 vaccine misinformation and it is unclear how this misinformation has affected

medical providers and their recommendations to patients. Now, more than ever, most Americans report

turning to their healthcare provider for trusted COVID-19 vaccine information³. Therefore, it is essential

that the information healthcare providers give their patients is accurate despite their personally held

beliefs. This study aims to understand differences in COVID-19 vaccine beliefs and attitudes among

Oregon healthcare providers based on their region of practice (rural, suburban, urban).

Methods (≥250 words)

We constructed a 36-question survey using Qualtrics online software. During survey creation, a survey

methodologist was consulted to assess survey language and question quality. Then, the survey was

reviewed and approved by Oregon Health and Science University’s Institutional Review Board prior to

survey distribution. The survey was distributed via various email listserv or social media postings to

numerous provider societies in Oregon, including nurse practitioners (NP), naturopathic doctors (ND),

physician assistants (PA), Doctor of Medicine (MD), Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (DO) or Bachelor of

Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS). The survey was also distributed via the Oregon Health Authority’s

immunization practice listserv. Only responses from Oregon healthcare providers were included in the

final data analysis. The survey accepted responses from July 9th to August 12th, 2021. Participants were

volunteers, did not receive compensation for completing the survey, and responses were anonymous.

The data collected from the Qualtrics survey was electronically uploaded to Microsoft Excel. Survey

responses were sorted by region of practice which the participant self-identified as urban, suburban, or

rural. Then, responses to each survey question were analyzed in Microsoft Excel. Each completed

question response was included in the final data analysis, regardless of if the survey was 100%

completed by the participant. The primary endpoint was to evaluate differences in knowledge, attitudes,





No rural providers reported difficulty in obtaining their COVID-19 vaccine (0%), compared to 28% and

20% reported difficulty in suburban and urban areas, respectively (Figure 1b).

Figure 1a: Percent "strongly disagree" or "somewhat disagree" response to below statements
about attitudes toward vaccination

Figure 1b: Percent "strongly disagree" and "somewhat disagree" responses to the below
statements about attitudes toward vaccination by region of practice

When respondents in high vaccine hesitancy areas were asked to select their top 5 concerns regarding

the COVID-19 vaccine, concern for long-term safety was the top concern across rural (78%), suburban

(93%) and urban (83%) counties. Belief that the COVID-19 vaccine is unnecessary was highest in



providers practicing in rural counties at 59%, followed by suburban at 41% and urban at 37%. Mistrust in

the companies that make the vaccines was reported as a top concern more often in rural areas (44%)

than suburban (14%) and urban (26%) areas. Additionally, concerns that the vaccines have been

politicized were ranked more often in rural providers at 41% compared to suburban at 24% and urban at

23%. Wanting to wait and watch others before getting vaccinated was selected as a top concern more

often in urban counties at 60% compared to 41% in both rural and suburban counties.

Discussion (≥500 words)

When it comes to healthcare and medical science, Americans have greater trust in their “medical

provider than researchers” working in the same areas⁵. This places healthcare providers in a prime

position to provide vaccine information to a receptive audience of patients. However, in an era of

vaccine hesitancy, it is unclear how a provider’s personal beliefs and attitudes toward COVID-19

vaccination influences their recommendations to patients. The results of this study demonstrate

that COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy is prevalent among healthcare providers and may be increased in

nurse practitioners and those practicing rurally. Belief that the COVID-19 vaccine was unnecessary

was a top concern for providers working in rural areas, and rural providers were less likely to agree

with the statement that COVID-19 is a severe threat to public health. This low perceived risk of

infection and its association with greater COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy has also been demonstrated in

other studies⁶. Unfortunately, rural areas also have increased COVID-19 incidence and mortality

when compared to urban areas⁷. The relationship between COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy and

increased mortality from COVID-19 infection demonstrates the importance of addressing vaccine

hesitancy in rural areas. Results from this research indicate a need for widely accessible vaccine

education that is targeted towards rural healthcare providers during public health crises.

The limitations of the study include a small sample size, lack of diversity within the study

population, and nonresponse bias due to lack of survey completion. The survey only collected

one hundred and one responses from primary care providers. When the survey was distributed

during the summer of 2021, many other surveys regarding COVID-19 vaccination were

circulating and flooding provider’s inboxes. We believe this led to survey fatigue and a poor

response rate to our survey. Additionally, respondents that did complete our survey did not

represent a diverse population. Respondents were overwhelmingly White/Caucasian females

with an MD/DO/MBBS. While MD/DO/MBBS providers comprise 71% of primary care providers

in Oregon, this lack of diversity may not accurately reflect the beliefs and attitudes of other

healthcare providers in Oregon as a whole⁸. Lastly, only 86% of respondents completed the

survey in its entirety. Lack of survey completion can be partially attributed to prevalent survey

fatigue in the setting of a lengthy 36 question survey. Also, it is possible that those that did not

complete the survey had differing beliefs or attitudes than those who did complete the survey;

thus, the survey may not have collected an important portion of data.



Future directions for this project include obtaining a more robust and diverse sample size that is

more representative of the population. Increasing the number of providers that the survey

reaches by redistributing the survey through more email listservs or other platforms could

improve the sample size. The survey could also be reconstructed to have fewer questions that

are more targeted to the areas outlined in the results from this study. Lastly, future research on

COVID-19 booster vaccines could add valuable information to our preexisting data.

Conclusions (2-3 summary sentences)

The results of this study show that COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy is prevalent among healthcare providers

and may be increased in NPs and those practicing rurally. Belief that the COVID-19 vaccine was

unnecessary was a top concern for providers working in rural areas, and rural providers were less

likely to agree with the statement that COVID-19 is a severe threat to public health. Future research

should focus on these providers to better understand their knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes about

COVID-19 vaccines. These results can also inform future targeted vaccine education to healthcare

providers during public health crises.
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